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ABSTRACT 
The placement of a nucleophile X along the R-CH3 axis of a methyl group can be described as either a 
trifurcated H-bond or as a tetrel bond between C and X.  Quantum calculation of the vibrational and NMR 
spectral features of a number of systems are used to provide a framework by which to distinguish between the 
presence of a tetrel or H-bond.  Both cationic and neutral methyl-containing Lewis acids (SMe3
+, NMe4
+, SMe2 
) are paired with both neutral and anionic Lewis bases (NH3, OH2, OCHNH2, OCH3
-, OH-, HCOO-).  As the 
base is moved away from the R-CH3 axis of the Lewis acid (tetrel bond) toward a position along a CH axis 
(CH··X H-bond), the methyl stretching frequencies shift to the red and the bending modes to the blue.  This 
modification in the geometry also causes the methyl C atom NMR chemical shielding to increase, while the 
methyl H atom is progressively deshielded.  These changes are of sufficiently large magnitude that they should 
provide a means to distinguish these two bonding situations from one another. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, the concept of the H-bond (HB) has broadened as it has been learned that a variety of 
different atoms can replace the bridging H without loss of noncovalent bond strength.  Perhaps surprisingly, 
these substitute atoms are drawn from some of the most electronegative portions of the periodic table 1-6.  Each 
noncovalent bond is typically named after the family of the bridging atom; halogen, chalcogen, and pnicogen 
bonds have all attracted a good deal of attention and have been increasingly well characterized.  Like H-bonds, 
these too draw their strength from a combination of attractive electrostatic, polarization, charge transfer, and 
dispersion forces 4, 7-16. 
A particularly interesting noncovalent bond is formed when the bridging atom is one of the tetrel (C, Si, Ge, 
etc) family.  These atoms are commonly covalently bonded to four groups, which offer a steric barrier of sorts 
for an incoming nucleophile/base, which must find its way to the central tetrel atom through this thicket of 
surrounding substituents.  Nonetheless, tetrel bonds (TBs) do form despite this obstacle, sometimes distorting 
the geometry of the tetrel-bearing atom as necessary along the way.  The term “tetrel bond” was first coined in 
2013 17 where it was related to atoms below C in this family of the periodic table.  And indeed it is to these 
heavier atoms that most previous work has been devoted 18-26.  In the case of the C atom, its ability to engage in 
a TB has typically been amplified by adding a number of electron-withdrawing substituents like F 27-29 rather 
than considering a CH3 group itself.  Our own lab has contributed to the current understanding of tetrel bonding 
as well 30-35 including the issue of steric crowding 26, 36 and the manner in which such interactions might be used 
to design an effective selective anion receptor 37-40.  In sum, like their noncovalent bonding counterparts, TBs 
are strengthened by electron-withdrawing substituents whose polarization induces a more positively charged 
central atom.  Like halogen, and related noncovalent bonds, all of these bonds are typically stronger for bridging 
atoms further down the column of the periodic table, facilitated by their more electropositive and polarizable 
natures.  Indeed, atoms of the first row of the periodic table (C, N, O, F) are reluctant to engage in bonds of this 
sort. 
All of which brings us to the case of the methyl group, one of the most common in all of chemistry and 
biochemistry.  Due to the small size of the C atom, coupled with the presence of three non-electron withdrawing 
substituents, one would not expect the methyl group to readily engage in T-bonding.  Yet thorough reviews of a 
variety of structures yield numerous interactions, on the order of thousands, where a powerful nucleophilic atom 
is poised in the precise position, near to the extension of the R-C bond axis, that is consistent with a TB 41-44.  
There are also a number of proposals that it is just this sort of TB that is part and parcel of enzymatic activity 45-
49.  However, structural studies are unable to deduce whether there is a truly attractive noncovalent bond 
present, or whether the two groups adopt their relative positions due to structural restraints in other parts of the 
system, with little or no attractive force between them.  Again in the special case of the methyl group, the usual 
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interpretation of a linear R-C∙∙∙O alignment involves a trifurcated CH∙∙O H-bond, with the nucleophile engaging 
in three distorted nonlinear H-bonds with each of the methyl protons.  However, this idea ignores the possibility 
of a C∙∙O TB. 
With specific regard to the methyl group, there have been a few studies of its possible tetrel bonding. Mani 
and Arunan showed that the placement of a F atom opposite the incoming nucleophile permits the C atom of 
FCH3 to engage directly in a TB 
50.  Row’s group 41 soon thereafter identified more than 700 structures in the 
CSD that fit this notion of methyl groups participating in these sorts of bonds, and provided confirmation based 
on analyses of experimental charge density.  Grabowski considered 51 the methyl group in both CH4 and FCH3 
and detected TBs, albeit rather weak ones, unless paired with an anionic nucleophile.  The ability of π-electrons 
to serve as a nucleophile in a TB to XCH3 was examined 
52 and found to be possible but quite weak, while more 
negatively charged hydrides (MH) 53 are more effective in this regard.  The C atoms of C≡N-R as also capable 
54 of engaging in a TB with a methyl group.  Even stronger are the TBs to full-fledged anions 55-56.  Cooperative 
effects have been shown to amplify TBs to a certain degree 57, when for example the nucleophile is intensified 
by itself engaging in another interaction with another nucleophile 58.  After noting that the nearly linear R-C··O 
configuration is not uncommon in proteins, Bauzá and Frontera 43 considered whether tetrel bonding is an 
appropriate designation, or might it be better categorized as a trifurcated H-bond, and concluded in favor of the 
former. 
While a certain amount of information has accumulated in recent years concerning the ability of the methyl 
group to engage in a TB, there has been little in the way of comparison of this interaction to a CH··X H-bond in 
which this same group might participate .  In most cases, only a pure T-bonding geometry was considered, or a 
linear CH∙∙O configuration 59-61, rather than the spectrum of structures that might arise in a protein wherein the 
nucleophile can adopt a position intermediate between the two extremes of a TB, with θ(R-C··O)=180°, and a 
HB with a linear CH··O arrangement.  And importantly, there is a real scarcity of information available as to 
how these two configurations, and those in between, would impact the spectroscopic parameters. 
One might wonder whether the denoting of a linear R-CH3∙∙∙O configuration as a tetrel or trifurcated H-bond 
is merely a philosophical issue with no real bearing, a difference without a distinction.  How does the latter TB 
differ from a trifurcated HB?  Do these two situations differ in terms of strength, in electronic structure, or 
mechanistically?  And from a practical point of view, how is one to distinguish the two situations?  Other than 
structural information emerging from diffraction data, the most common means of studying these sorts of 
interactions are spectroscopic.  Both IR and NMR spectra are commonly used to identify HB.  But there is little 
known about the spectral manifestations of a TB to a methyl group, and how this data might be used to 
distinguish this interaction from a HB.  It is to this purpose that the present work brings quantum chemical 
calculations to bear. 
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS 
The systems examined are illustrated schematically in Fig 1.  The Lewis acid was taken as SMe3
+ for 
several of these systems as the sulfonium group plays a crucial role in a number of methyl transferase enzymes 
wherein the interaction between its transferring methyl group and a nucleophile is a prime issue of current 
inquiry 47, 62-65.  This cation is paired first with NH3 as a model of the N-nucleophile to which this methyl 
transfers in some of these enzymes 46-47, 66, and secondly with HOH which models not only a water molecule 
itself but other hydroxyl-containing groups 45.  OCH3
- was chosen as a representative anion so as to determine 
how the strong cation-anion interaction might change the spectroscopic parameters.  Both OH- and HCOO- were 
chosen as anions that might interact with a neutral thioether SMe2.  The former is present in basic solution and 
the latter serves as a model of glutamate and aspartate residues 67.  So as to broaden the scope to methyl groups 
attached to atoms other than S, NMe4
+ was taken as an alternate methyl donor, pairing it with the peptide group 
model HCONH2.  Indeed, a methyl group bonded to a N atom is a common tetrel-bonding unit as for example 
in the M3 muscarinic acetylcholine receptor bound to tiotropium 68. 
As indicated in Fig 1, R represents the distance separating the methyl C atom from the approaching 
nucleophilic atom, whether N or O.  The θ angle is equal to 180º when the nucleophile lines up directly along 
the S/N-C axis, as would occur in a purely tetrel bond.  A smaller value of θ, roughly 110º but varying a bit 
from one system to the next, corresponds to a linear CH∙∙O/N H-bonding arrangement.  In order to establish the 
manner in which the spectroscopic parameters might be used to distinguish between a tetrel vs H-bond, θ was 
set to a series of values varying between 180º and the precise angle that would present a linear CH∙∙O/N angle 
(approximately 110º) in 20º increments.  For each such angle, the remainder of the molecular geometry was 
fully optimized, including the R distance separating the two monomers. 
Calculations were carried out within the context of Gaussian-09 69, with the MP2 treatment of electron 
correlation, in concert with an aug-cc-pVDZ basis set.  This level of theory has demonstrated its accuracy for H-
bonds as well as other noncovalent bonds of the sort examined here 10, 70-80.  The presence of several methyl 
groups on the Lewis acid leads to strong coupling between the normal vibrational modes of the CH3 of interest 
and those of the others, which complicates any interpretation.  In order to focus on the methyl vibrations of 
interest, and to decouple its modes from those of the others, the H atoms of the other methyl groups were 
replaced by D.  Vibrational frequencies were calculated with the harmonic approximation.  NMR chemical 
shielding was computed at the M06-2X/aug-cc-pVDZ level. 
RESULTS 
Each methyl group is subject to three stretching and three bending normal modes.  Two of each are 
asymmetric and the third is symmetric.  The symmetric bending mode is sometimes referred to as umbrella due 
to its resemblance of the opening and closing of an umbrella.  The frequencies of all of these modes for the 
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three Lewis acids considered here are reported in Table 1, along with their IR intensities.  Note that the 
stretching modes lie in the general range of 3100 to 3200 cm-1, and that the asymmetric motions are associated 
with slightly higher frequencies than the symmetric mode.  There is a somewhat larger gap between the 
symmetric and asymmetric bends of as much as 100 cm-1, which fall out in the 1320 - 1480 cm-1 range.  All of 
the modes have large enough intensities that they ought to be observable, with the exception of the stretching 
bands of NMe4
+.  Also included in the bottom part of Table 1 are the calculated chemical shieldings of the C 
and H atoms of the methyl groups, all relative to the same atoms in tetramethylsilane (TMS).  The negative 
values in Table 1 correspond to lesser shielding in these molecules than in TMS, i.e. downfield shifts. 
The way in which each of these vibrational modes is influenced by the angle θ is illustrated in Fig 2.  The 
quantities graphed here are the changes in each frequency relative to the unperturbed Lewis acid monomer.  
Changes induced by tetrel bonding geometries (θ=180º) are on the left, and H-bonding structures on the right.  
Solid curves refer to stretches and bending modes are indicated by broken curves.  Red color is used to 
represent the symmetric modes, and asymmetric results are in blue.   
Taking the SMe3
+··NH3 system as an example, the T-bonding geometry causes very small changes in the 
methyl stretching modes, all less than 10 cm-1, relative to the sulfonium.  However, the bending frequencies are 
much more strongly affected, particularly the symmetric umbrella mode which shifts to lower frequency by 50 
cm-1.  As the NH3 nucleophile shifts around away from the S-C axis and toward the C-H proton, all of the 
bending vibrations shift to higher frequencies.  The umbrella mode transitions from -50 to +38 cm-1, a net 
change of 88.  The stretching frequencies move in the opposite direction, becoming smaller as the system 
transitions from T to H-bonding.  This change is largely monotonic, although there is an upward bump over the 
last 20º to fully linear CH∙∙N. 
The overall net change, from tetrel to H-bonding configuration, is summarized in Table 2 where the 
diagnostic value of these vibrational frequencies is immediately apparent.  The most dramatic changes between 
the two types of bonding scenarios are contained in the symmetric modes, which change by 67 and 78 cm-1 for 
stretching and bending, respectively, but the other modes also undergo substantial changes. 
The first row of data in Table 2 reports the interaction energies of the two configurations.  The H-bonded 
structure is more strongly bound than the TB  However, the difference amounts to only 1.8 kcal/mol, roughly 
18%.  It is thus easy to imagine how the additional interactions with other groups within a protein or crystal 
could readily shift the configuration from one structure to the other, or to geometries intermediate between the 
two.  The second row indicates how the displacement of the NH3 away from the S-C axis and up toward the C-
H axis causes the expected increase in its distance from the methyl C atom. 
The variation in NMR parameters is detailed in Fig 3.  Again using SMe3+··NH3 as our example, when the 
TB is formed, the 13C atom is deshielded by 6 ppm relative to the uncomplexed SMe3
+ monomer, with very 
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little effect upon the methyl protons.  As the NH3 moves away from the S-C axis so as to engage in a CH∙∙N HB 
the shielding of the C atom increases quickly, rising by 5 ppm.  At the same time, the H atom to which the H-
bond is being formed is deshielded by about 3 ppm.  Since it is not always possible to elucidate the shift of a 
single proton in a methyl group by NMR methods, the green curve in Fig 3 shows the shielding of the entire 
methyl group as an average of all three protons.  This quantity also drops, albeit not by as much as the single 
bridging proton.  But its decrease of 0.7 ppm should still be detectable.  These parameters are displayed in the 
lower portion of Table 2, which reports all three methyl proton chemical shieldings. 
When the NH3 nucleophile is replaced by H2O, the patterns are generally similar but with some differences.  
All of the stretching frequencies drop in the transition from tetrel to H-bond, and the bending frequencies rise.  
These shifts are not quite monotonic.  In particular, the bending frequencies experience a maximum for a 
geometry just short of the fully linear HB, and there is a minimum in the asymmetric stretches at θ=140º, 
although the symmetric stretch does diminish smoothly.  The C and H shielding patterns are rather similar for 
either nucleophile, with C rising and H dropping. 
A glance at Table 2 reveals quantitative differences between the NH3 and H2O cases.  For example, the 
symmetric stretch is smaller by 67 cm-1 for tetrel vs H-bonding for the former, but only 25 cm-1  for the latter.  
This difference in magnitude persists for the umbrella bending motion, in that the NH3 blue shift of 78 cm
-1 
drops to only 33 for H2O.  One also sees a larger effect for NH3 when it comes to the bridging proton shielding 
change, -3.4 ppm as compared to -1.7 ppm for H2O.  The C shielding on the other hand, increases by roughly 5 
ppm regardless of the base. 
Replacement of the base by an anion leads to an ion pair for SMe3
+··OCH3-.  Indeed, full optimization of 
this complex leads to the transition to a neutral pair by full transfer of either one of the methyl groups or a 
proton.  Such a transfer occurs when the two ions move very close to one another so the loss of the desired ion 
pair character can be avoided if the intermolecular distance is held fixed.  A R(C∙∙O) distance of 2.80 Å was 
chosen for this purpose, which is consonant with the sorts of distances expected in biological systems.  The ion 
pair character of this complex leads to a very high interaction energy, as much as 110 kcal/mol. 
Despite the change in character of the nucleophile to a fully charged anion, the behaviors of the various 
spectroscopic parameters are changed very little.  Stretching frequencies diminish as the system transitions from 
T to H-bond, particularly the symmetric stretch, and the bending frequencies all increase.  Also quite similar are 
the behaviors of the C and H chemical shieldings in Fig 3. 
Where the change of nucleophile character exercises its primary influence is with respect to the magnitudes 
of these changes.  Considering the symmetric stretch for example, the change from T to H-bond lowers this 
frequency by less than 80 cm-1 for the neutral bases, but by 300 cm-1 for OMe-.  Although not as dramatic, the 
asymmetric stretching modes also drop by more for the anion than for the neutrals.  Bending frequencies are all 
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higher for the HB than for the TB, and again this difference is larger in magnitude for the anion.  These same 
amplifications extend to the NMR parameters as well.  The C shielding rises by 25.7 ppm for the anion, and that 
of the shared proton drops by 7.5 ppm.  Both of these differences are considerably larger than those of the 
neutral bases. 
The SMe2∙∙OH- system removes the positive charge from the Lewis acid, leaving a neutral-anion interaction.  
The behavior of the spectroscopic parameters nonetheless fairly closely mimic the cation-anion  SMe3
+··OCH3- 
complex, at least qualitatively.  The transition from T to H-bonded structure raises the CH bending frequencies 
and reduces the stretching modes.  But what is most notable are the magnitudes.  The umbrella motion of the 
methyl group undergoes a 65 cm-1 blue shift, by far the largest of any system examined here.  Perhaps even 
more striking is the enormous red shifts of the CH stretches, capping off at nearly 1000 cm-1 for the symmetric 
motion.  However, it should be underscored that this particular mode changes its character as the nucleophile 
moves away from the S-C axis and toward C-H.  While the internal motion is clearly that of a symmetric stretch 
in the TB, it changes into a stretch of the single CH that is pointing directly toward the OH-.  The same is true of 
some of the other systems, but to a lesser extent.  The NMR behavior of the neutral-anion SMe2∙∙OH- adduct is 
consistent with the IR pattern in that the bridging proton undergoes a very large downfield shift. Although this 
shift is only 1.4 ppm in the TB, it rises to a full 12.8 ppm in the HB geometry, a change of more than 11 ppm.  
Unlike all of the other systems, the C shielding is smaller in the HB than the TB, albeit by only 2 ppm, but still 
ought to be detectable. 
Some of the anomalies of the SMe2∙∙OH- system are attenuated for the larger HCOO- anion.  Again one sees 
a rise in the bending frequencies and an opposite trend for the stretches, but the change from tetrel to H-bonded 
structures is considerably smaller.  The changes in the bending vibration frequencies, for example, are all cut in 
half.  And in particular, the drop in the symmetric stretch is much smaller, dropping from 1035 to 128 cm-1.  
The switch from OH- to the larger HCOO- also brings back the usual pattern of a larger C shielding in the HB 
than in the TB. 
With regard to Lewis acid, one can switch gears and change from a sulfonium cation to one wherein the 
methyl is attached to a N atom.  The NMe4
+ cation was paired with the peptide bond mimic HCONH2 so as to 
ascertain the generality of the trends.  These patterns are relatively unchanged: the bending modes occur at a 
higher frequency in the HB than TB while the stretching frequencies are red-shifted.  In quantitative terms, the 
symmetric stretch is reduced by 19 cm-1 in NMe4
+··OCHNH2 , and the umbrella bend rises by 46 cm-1.   Also in 
common with S-containing Lewis acids, the NMR shielding of C is higher in the HB, while that of the bridging 
proton is lower.  The actual amounts are generally comparable to the complexes involving a sulfonium with a 
neutral base. 
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Another aspect of the vibrational spectra that can useful for diagnostic purposes is the set of intensities.  The 
intensities computed for both the tetrel and CH∙∙X H-bonded geometries are displayed in Table 3.  In general, 
there is not a profound difference between the intensities of the tetrel and H-bonded structures, but there are a 
few exceptions to this rule that might be of practical importance.  The symmetric stretching mode in the third 
row of Table 3 provides the most obvious example.  There is a dramatic enhancement upon going from TB to 
HB, in some cases by several orders of magnitude.  The asymmetric stretches follow this pattern as well, but not 
as consistently, and to a lesser degree.   It might be borne in mind that the symmetric stretching motion evolves 
in the H-bonded geometry into more of the stretch of a single C-H bond, that of the proton involved in the H-
bond bridge.  This evolution is most obvious in the case of the SMe3
+··OCH3- and SMe2··OH- systems. 
Dependence upon Intermolecular Separation 
It might be noted that the data discussed heretofore reflect geometric optimization that allows the 
nucleophile to freely approach the Lewis acid with no restrictions on proximity.  Some of these distances of 
approach are quite short, less than 3 Å.  Again, the numerous restraints that would be imposed on the pair by the 
rest of the protein structure would normally not allow such an unfettered and free approach.   Nonetheless, the 
trends observed in the data here would likely be preserved even if the two subunits are held further apart, albeit 
the numerical values would be reduced.   
Taking the SMe3
+··NH3 prototype system as an example, Table 4 illustrates the behavior of the various 
spectroscopic and energetic parameters as the two subunits are pulled apart.  Considering first the stretching 
frequencies, in the TB configuration all of their shifts relative to the isolated monomer are small, less than 10 
cm-1, and remain so as the two subunits are pulled apart.  These shifts are much larger for the CH··N H-bonded 
structures, and there is a slow tapering off as the intermolecular distance increases.  The red shift of the 
symmetric stretch, for example, drops smoothly from 63 cm-1 for R=3.29 Å, down to 37 cm-1 when R is 
elongated to 4.1 Å.  With respect to the bending frequencies, they are red-shifted for the TB, and shift to the 
blue for HB.  In every case, the amount of this shift diminishes smoothly as the two groups are pulled apart.  
Taking the umbrella motion as an example, the red shift for the TYB drops from 50 to 18 cm-1, while the blue 
shift of the HB conformation diminishes from 28 to 16 cm-1.    
Turning next to the NMR shielding in the lower section of Table 4, the patterns witnessed for the 
equilibrium separations are retained as the intermolecular distance is elongated.  The shift of the C nucleus in 
the TB structure remains in the downfield direction, even if the magnitude of this shift is diminished.  Likewise, 
the downfield shift of the bridging proton, the distinguishing feature for the HB configuration, remains intact.  
These two quantities are both larger than 1 ppm, even for the long intermolecular separation of 4.1 Å.  It is 
underscored that NMR patterns, like the IR shifts, are all large enough in magnitude, so as to enable one to 
distinguish the TB from the HB structures via spectroscopic measurements.  It may be noted finally from the 
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first row of Table 4 that the interaction energy decreases fairly slowly upon separation.  Even for R(C··N) as 
long as 4.1 Å, the interaction energies for both types of interaction retain roughly 70% of their optimized 
values. 
DISCUSSION 
As mentioned earlier, one might be tempted to classify the tetrel-bonding position, viz. wherein θ~180º, as a 
trifurcated HB.  While this may be correct in a formal geometric sense, it does not accurately reflect the actual 
source of the bonding.  Using NBO inter-orbital charge shifts as the traditional barometer of the sort of bonding 
that is present, these interactions are true tetrel bonds.  The perturbation energy E(2) that corresponds to the 
charge transfer from the nucleophile lone pair to the σ*(S-C) (or σ*(N-C)) antibonding orbital is substantial and 
there is no such transfer to the σ*(C-H) antibonds that would be characteristic of a HB.  Specifically, E(2) for 
the former varies from 1.67 to 5.33 kcal/mol, depending upon the system, while there is no such transfer into 
the CH antibonding orbitals.  Of course, the aforementioned deals specifically with an idealized position of the 
nucleophile, directly along the S-C bond axis.  On the opposite extreme, the nucleophile may lie directly along a 
C-H axis, in which case NBO treatment reveals the replacement of the TB with a classic CH∙∙X HB. 
The situation in many proteins is unlikely to be so clear cut, and the nucleophile will typically lie in a 
position intermediate between these two extremes.  Indeed, NBO analysis of the wave functions show how the 
transition of the nucleophile between these two positions weakens the TB as the HBgains strength, so that these 
intermediate geometries can be described as a mix of these two sorts of noncovalent bonds.  Fig 4 illustrates this 
behavior for the prototype SMe3
+··NH3 system.  Whether TB or HB, the bulk of the charge emanates from the N 
lone pair.  In the case of a TB, the charge transfers to the σ*(CS) antibonding orbital, whereas a HB is marked 
by transfer into the corresponding σ*(CH) orbital.  The blue line in Fig 4 shows how the E(2) for the former 
transfer gradually diminishes as the nucleophile is moved from tetrel into H-bonding position, while the H-
bonding correlate grows (red curve).  Together, these two plots portray a continuous change from one sort of 
bond to the other, while intermediate geometries contain elements of both.  The data illustrated in Figs 2 and 3 
provide a framework for interpreting the spectroscopic information along this continuum and permit an estimate 
to be made as to the relative proportions of the two sorts of noncovalent bonds to the total interaction. 
Again with respect to the angular position of a nucleophile, the energy of the system is fairly insensitive to 
the precise positioning.  As is evident in Table 2, in most systems there is a slight preference for the H-bonding 
geometry so the nucleophile might tend toward this position in the complete absence of any other factors.  
However, there are a host of internal geometric constraints within the confines of a protein that are related to 
contacts between the various other residues.  It is unlikely therefore that the structures of the interacting pairs 
will be heavily influenced to adopt the HB over the TB conformation, or vice versa, by these weak intrinsic 
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geometric preferences. And indeed, the tetrel-bonding geometry is a common one, in for example a series of 
methyltransferase enzymes, despite an intrinsic preference for a CH··O alignment. 
The full potential energy surfaces of the actual systems in Fig 1 contain multiple minima.  In addition to 
minima that might arise for a TB or HB complex, there are also minima associated with geometries that are less 
relevant to the noncovalent bonds of interest here, and that would be precluded within the confines of certain 
proteins.  In the SMe3
+∙∙NH3 system, for example, the global minimum places the NH3 opposite the S atom in 
what might be called a chalcogen bond, combined with a pair of highly distorted CH∙∙N HBs.  The global 
minimum for SMe3
+∙∙OH2 contains a set of three bent CH∙∙O HBs, each arising from a different methyl group.. 
An earlier set of calculations 81 had directly compared the energetics and spectral features of SC∙∙O TBs 
with their CH∙∙O HB analogues.  Sulfur-containing Lewis acids like SMe3+ and its neutral SMe2-type 
counterpart were paired with the O electron donor atom of N-methylacetamide.  Although the full spectrum of 
geometries intermediate between these two extremes was not considered, nor were IR spectra evaluated, the 
results are consistent with those described above.  As noted here, the CH∙∙O HBs have a slight energetic edge 
over the TBs.  1H NMR chemical shieldings were considerably smaller for the HBs than for the TBs, consistent 
with the data computed here for a wide range of systems. 
There is another study in the literature with which certain of our data can be compared, even if only trends 
involving somewhat different systems, and for only one particular parameter.  Southern and Bryce 44 had 
computed 13C NMR chemical shifts for a variety of tetrel-bonded dimers.  They found in all cases that the 
shielding on the tetrel-bonding C atom was reduced in comparison to TMS, as was noted here for other Lewis 
acids.  This deshielding diminishes as the two groups are pulled apart, consistent with the trend in Table 4.  
Their extraction of both experimental and theoretical 13C chemical shifts from tetrel bonded systems in the 
Cambridge Structural Database confirmed the deshielding of this atom, as found in the calculations described 
above.  The magnitudes of these experimental shifts are in the 3-10 ppm range, quantitatively consonant with 
our own calculated data.  And finally, a recent work 82 has demonstrated that quantum calculations can reliably 
reproduce trends in 13C NMR chemical shifts in the related halogen bonds. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The systems examined here are rather diverse.  They include a positively charged sulfonium interacting with 
a neutral N or O atom, as well as a methoxide anion.  A neutral thioether was allowed to pair with a small OH- 
anion as well at the larger COO- carboxylate.  The methyl-donating atom of the Lewis acid was also changed 
from S to N in the case of the NMe4
+ cation, paired with the amide O.  Despite the diversity of systems 
examined, there were several trends that appear universal.  As the tetrel-bonded geometry with a linear R-C··O 
configuration transitions to a CH··O H-bonded geometry, the methyl C-H stretching frequencies shift to the red, 
most notably the symmetric stretching motion.  The bending frequencies move in the opposite direction, with 
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the symmetric umbrella mode showing the largest variation.  The same transition toward a H-bond structure 
produces a large downfield shift in the bridging H NMR signal, sizable enough that even the average of all three 
methyl H shifts ought to be measurable.  The 13C shielding increases on going from tetrel to H-bonded 
geometry, with the single exception of the SMe2··OH- complex where a rather small deshielding occurs.  Of 
course, the magnitudes of these changes are highly dependent upon the particular system.  For example, the 13C 
shielding difference between the two configurations varies from less than 2 ppm to as much as 26 ppm for the 
SMe3
+··OCH3- ion pair.  Likewise for the IR frequency changes, where the umbrella bending mode change, for 
example, varies from a minimum of 33 cm-1 for SMe3
+··OH2 up to as much as 128 cm-1 for SMe2··OH-.  But the 
consistency of the direction of change, coupled with its large magnitude, ought to provide a framework for 
interpretation of measured spectra as to the nature of the noncovalent bonding that is present. 
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Table 1.  Vibrational stretching and bending frequencies ν, and intensities I, and NMR chemical shielding 
(relative to TMS) of fully optimized monomers. 
 
 SMe3
+ SMe2 NMe4
+ SMe3
+ SMe2 NMe4
+ 
ν, CH stretches, cm-1 I, CH stretches, km mol-1 
asym 3207.1 3171.5 3202.8 3.95 5.52 0.08 
asym 3197.2 3155.6 3199.7 5.56 10.77 0.08 
sym 3081.4 3066.4 3094.4 3.41 28.25 0.13 
ν, CH bends, cm-1 I, CH bends, km mol-1 
scissor 1431.1 1448.8 1481.7 19.61 7.98 21.06 
scissor 1425.3 1438.0 1477.4 10.85 8.08 20.94 
umbrella 1333.2 1323.3 1447.8 1.29 2.08 4.37 
NMR ∆σ, ppm    
C -31.30 -22.11 -58.64    
H -3.02 -1.92 -3.12    
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Table 2.  Interaction energies for tetrel-bonded and H-bonded geometries of indicated complexes, along with 
intermolecular distance.  Vibrational frequencies and NMR chemical shifts are reported as changes relative to 
uncomplexed fully optimized monomer. 
 SMe3+··NH3 SMe3+··OH2 SMe3+··OCH3- SMe2··OH-  SMe2··HCOO- NMe4+··OCHNH2 
 tetrel CH∙∙O tetrel CH∙∙
O 
tetrel CH∙∙O tetrel CH∙∙O tetrel CH∙∙O tetrel CH∙∙O 
-Eint, 
kcal/mol 
8.16 9.99 7.69 9.59 87.69 110.51 11.69 15.42 6.85 6.79 12.84 14.72 
R(C∙∙N/O), 
Å 
2.976 3.294 2.836 3.213 2.800a 2.800a 2.672 2.799 2.798 3.119 2.693 3.104 
CH stretches, cm-1 
asym 0.7 4.8 13.0 -14.3 10.4 -33.7 40.4 -75.2 37.1 -43.2 14.1 10.5 
asym 8.9 -36.6 7.2 -9.0 3.7 -75.0 52.5 -117.2 40.0 -59.9 13.2 -12.7 
sym 4.4 -63.1 11.0 -13.6 9.9 -290.7 48.1 -987.0 33.9 -94.0 11.7 -7.1 
CH bends, cm-1 
asym -25.4 33.4 -12.8 15.2 -46.8 33.3 -32.4 18.8 -16.8 8.5 -18.2 9.2 
asym -19.9 20.7 -13.5 10.6 -47.6 -0.2 -29.1 16.6 -17.7 3.2 -17.2 4.9 
umbrella -49.6 28.3 -24.6 8.4 -90.7 11.9 -63.0 65.3 -29.7 27.4 -35.5 10.5 
NMR ∆σ, ppm 
C -5.79 -0.94 -4.66 0.89 -13.85 11.88 -7.42 -9.44 -7.13 -2.99 -2.71 1.71 
H -0.32 -3.71 -0.09 -1.79 -1.08 -8.57 -1.37 -12.75 -0.64 -5.30 -0.49 -2.72 
other H -0.34 0.21 -0.20 0.35 -2.30 1.81 -1.29 0.67 -0.84 0.29 -0.32 0.40 
other H -0.39 0.37 -0.54 -0.04 -1.43 0.05 -1.28 0.71 -0.73 0.39 -0.48 0.32 
average H -0.35 -1.04 -0.28 -0.50 -1.60 -2.23 -1.31 -3.79 -0.74 -1.54 -0.43 -0.67 
afixed to avoid transfer of H or Me group from cation to anion 
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Table 3.  Intensities (km/mol) of vibrational modes 
 SMe3+··NH3 SMe3+··OH2 SMe3+··OCH3- SMe2··OH- SMe2··HCOO- NMe4+··OCHNH2 
 tetrel CH∙∙O tetrel CH∙∙O tetrel CH∙∙O tetrel CH∙∙O tetrel CH∙∙O tetrel CH∙∙O 
CH stretches 
asym 5.92 3.00 2.96 64.33 5.21 2.73 1.48 64.77 1.84 22.68 0.13 107.15 
asym 2.71 68.33 5.09 3.70 7.39 54.86 1.66 40.48 2.10 147.30 0.13 1.97 
sym 3.73 224.22 5.77 38.88 33.21 1299.80 0.74 2613.04a 3.50 333.15 0.11 49.04 
CH bends 
asym 18.08 11.90 9.55 9.37 16.52 13.20 7.09 1.35 6.94 5.43 18.08 21.62 
asym 9.49 7.84 17.50 20.10 27.94 19.02 5.98 2.72 7.68 2.92 18.11 16.98 
umbrella 1.44 3.78 1.95 0.45 5.06 4.70 1.41 8.93 1.32 17.32 8.52 2.52 
anearly pure CH stretch 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.  Interaction energies for tetrel-bonded and H-bonded geometries of SMe3
+··NH3 at several 
intermolecular distances R(C∙∙N).  Vibrational frequencies and NMR chemical shifts are reported as changes 
relative to uncomplexed fully optimized SMe3
+ monomer. 
 opta R=3.5 Å R=3.8 Å R=4.1 Å 
 tetrel CH∙∙O tetrel CH∙∙O tetrel CH∙∙O tetrel CH∙∙O 
-Eint, kcal/mol 8.16 9.99 7.06 9.73 6.15 8.63 5.37 7.43 
CH stretches, cm-1 
asym 0.7 4.8 -0.1 6.3 1.8 6.6 3.8 5.5 
asym 8.9 -36.6 8.1 -31.9 7.9 -30.2 7.5 -29.5 
sym 4.4 -63.1 5.3 -49.3 7.1 -41.3 7.9 -36.8 
CH bends, cm-1 
asym -25.4 33.4 -17.1 26.0 -15.0 19.0 -13.4 16.1 
asym -19.9 20.7 -14.9 18.9 -10.2 17.3 -8.8 15.6 
umbrella -49.6 28.3 -31.7 23.3 -23.5 18.8 -18.3 16.2 
NMR ∆σ, ppm 
C -5.79 -0.94 -4.04 -0.74 -2.62 -0.60 -1.22 -0.44 
H -0.32 -3.71 -0.19 -2.57 -0.12 -1.60 -0.09 -1.03 
other H -0.34 0.21 -0.20 0.12 -0.14 0.02 -0.11 -0.04 
other H -0.39 0.37 -0.16 0.27 -0.08 0.19 -0.03 0.13 
average H -0.35 -1.04 -0.18 -0.73 -0.11 -0.46 -0.07 -0.31 
aoptimized R(C∙∙N) distances are 2.98 Å for tetrel bond and 3.29 Å for H-bond. 
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Fig 1.  Molecular diagrams of systems examined, defining intermolecular distance R and angle θ. 
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Fig 2.  Changes in vibrational frequencies of methyl groups caused by interaction with a nucleophile.  Tetrel-
bonding configuration (θ=180º) on the left and CH∙∙O/N H-bond (θ~110º) on the right.  Solid curves 
refer to stretching modes and bending modes are indicated by broken curves.  Blue and red colors 
respectively represent asymmetric and symmetric motions. 
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Fig 3.  Changes in chemical shielding caused by interaction with a nucleophile.  Tetrel-bonding configuration 
(θ=180º) on the left and CH∙∙O/N H-bond (θ~110º) on the right.   
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Fig 4.  NBO values of E(2) for charge transfer from N lone pair to σ*(CS) (blue curve) and to σ*(CH) red curve 
antibonding orbitals for SMe3
+··NH3 system.  Tetrel-bonding configuration (θ=180º) on the left and 
CH∙∙N H-bond (θ~110º) on the right.   
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